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Abstract Since 2010, several papers have been published that reveal a pattern of discrepancies between
stratospheric aerosol data from the Optical Spectrograph and Infrared Imaging System (OSIRIS) instrument
and other measurements and model simulations of volcanic plumes from Kasatochi, Sarychev Peak,
and Nabro volcanoes. OSIRIS measurements show two discrepancies, a posteruption lag in aerosol
onset/increase and a low bias in maximum stratospheric aerosol optical depth. Assumed robustness of the
OSIRIS data drove various conclusions, some controversial, such as the contention that the June 2011 Nabro
plume was strictly tropospheric, and entered the stratosphere indirectly via the Asian monsoon. Those
conclusions were driven by OSIRIS data and a Smithsonian Institution report of strictly tropospheric
injection heights. We address the issue of Nabro’s eruption chronology and injection height, and the reasons
for the OSIRIS aerosol discrepancies. We lay out the time line of Nabro injection height with geostationary
image data, and stratospheric plume evolution after eruption onset using retrievals of sulfur dioxide and
sulfate aerosol. The observations show that Nabro injected sulfur directly to or above the tropopause
upon the initial eruption on 12/13 June and again on 16 June 2011. Next, OSIRIS data are examined for
nonvolcanic and volcanically perturbed conditions. In nonvolcanic conditions OSIRIS profiles systematically
terminate 1–4 km above the tropopause. Additionally, OSIRIS profiles terminate when 750 nm aerosol
extinction exceeds ∼0.0025 km−1, a level that is commonly exceeded after volcanic injections. Our findings
largely resolve the discrepancies in published works involving OSIRIS aerosol data and offer a correction to
the Nabro injection-height and eruption chronology.

1. Introduction

Bourassa et al. [2012] (hereafter B12) presented evidence, primarily based on the Optical Spectrograph and
Infrared Imaging System (OSIRIS) aerosol data set, that appeared to show a delayed onset of stratospheric
aerosol attributable to the eruption of Nabro volcano in northeast Africa (13.4◦N, 41.7◦E) in June 2011. The
roughly 18 day lag between the eruption onset and stratospheric OSIRIS aerosol [B12], combined with a
partial isolation of the plume within the confines of the Asian monsoon anticyclone (within which Nabro
is situated), weighed heavily on their provocative conclusion that the initial eruption’s (12–13 June 2011)
injection altitude was strictly tropospheric and that the introduction of volcanic particles to the stratosphere
was solely by way of the Asian monsoon convection and dynamics. Two Technical Comments challenging
B12 were published by Vernier et al. [2013] and Fromm et al. [2013] (hereafter V13 and F13, respectively).
These rebuttals showed a variety of satellite data (not OSIRIS) characterizing the initial eruption day and
stratospheric measurements in the first week after the eruption. The rebuttals, using the same stratospheric
boundary benchmark as B12 (the 380 K potential temperature (𝜃) surface [Holton et al., 1995]), revealed evi-
dence of a stratospheric perturbation in volcanic sulfur dioxide (SO2) and particles apparently much sooner
than OSIRIS did, as soon as 1 day after eruption onset. Curiously, in their accompanying Technical Comment
Bourassa et al. [2013] identified “many stratospheric SO2 enhancements” in Microwave Limb Sounder data
within a week of the Nabro eruption. None of the above-cited papers directly addressed three fundamental
aspects of the link between Nabro emissions and the Asian monsoon: (1) the Nabro eruption chronology,
(2) the quality of OSIRIS aerosol data, and (3) the survivability of tropospheric, aqueous SO2, and hygro-
scopic sulfate particles in moist convection. Issues 1 and 2 are the aim of this study. Issue 3 is outside this
study’s scope.
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Regarding the Nabro eruption sequence, the record is both incomplete and conflicting. Nabro eruption

details in the Smithsonian Institution Global Volcanism Program’s (SIGVP; http://www.volcano.si.edu/) activ-

ity report, which is often cited for such information, gives disparate start times for the eruption onset,

from 00:00 UTC (source: Toulouse Volcano Ash Advisory Center) to 21:00 UTC 13 June (source: eyewit-

nesses) [SIGVP, 2011]. SIGVP gives an injection height on 13 June of 9.1–13.7 km (all heights above mean

sea level; ASL), which is seemingly at odds with the much higher injection heights determined by V13 and

the finding of Nabro aerosols on 14 June at 15–17 km over southern Israel [Sawamura et al., 2012]. Tupper

and Wunderman [2009] draw attention to the unsatisfactory status of injection-height information

that is recorded by SIGVP and call for collaborative measures to improve these records. Neither B12, V13,

F13 nor any other publications to our knowledge have given a full characterization of the Nabro eruption

sequence and injection height. B12 only cited SIGVP; V13 and F13 presented only satellite-image snapshots

of the eruption. In section 2 we establish the eruption sequence between 12 and 16 June using geosta-

tionary satellite data at 15 min resolution and plume altitude using nadir view SO2 plume height retrievals

and limb-profiling satellite data. These data together exhibit consistent evidence of immediate strato-

spheric penetration, a widespread stratospheric plume on 13 June, and a second stratospheric injection

on 16 June.

Regarding OSIRIS aerosol data concerns, B12 stated that stratospheric Nabro aerosols began in abundance

on 1 July. Yet three additional Nabro-related papers presented potential discrepancies with OSIRIS: much

earlier observation of stratospheric aerosol or SO2. Sawamura et al. [2012] showed the aforementioned lidar

measurement in southern Israel on 14 June. Uchino et al. [2012] reported two stratospheric aerosol lay-

ers over Japan on 20 and 23 June. Clarisse et al. [2014] presented daily maps of stratospheric SO2 plume

height starting on 13 June. V13, F13, and the three above-mentioned papers showed measurements of

stratospheric particles and SO2 at native Level 2 instrument resolution, whereas B12 employed spatiotem-

poral averages of OSIRIS aerosol extinction ratio or optical depth (AOD). Hence, the following questions

are prompted. What would native-resolution OSIRIS data show in the first days after the Nabro eruption?

Does the OSIRIS data set offer sufficient sampling, resolution, and sensitivity to accurately capture a young,

concentrated particulate plume in the stratosphere? If the answer is affirmative, how can the apparent dis-

crepancies between OSIRIS and the data employed by Sawamura et al. [2012], Uchino et al. [2012], Clarisse et

al. [2014], V13 and F13 be reconciled? If not, what are the implications for the conclusions reached by B12

and other papers wherein OSIRIS aerosol data are used to characterize stratospheric volcanic impact?

Prior to the Nabro eruption of 2011, two volcanic eruptions relevant to the above questions occurred with

direct stratospheric injection of gases and particles: Kasatochi (Aleutians) in August 2008 [Fee et al., 2010]

and Sarychev Peak (Kurile Islands) in June 2009 [Rybin et al., 2011]. These eruptions were the subject of

multiple papers involving OSIRIS aerosol data: Kasatochi by Bourassa et al. [2010] and Kravitz et al. [2010]

(hereafter K10); Sarychev Peak by Haywood et al. [2010] (hereafter H10), Kravitz et al. [2011] (hereafter K11),

O’Neill et al. [2012] (hereafter O12), and Jégou et al. [2013]. The findings in K10, K11, H10, and O12 exposed

discrepancies between OSIRIS stratospheric aerosol and comparative measurements or model output. In

short, the discrepancies were twofold: a low bias in OSIRIS AOD and a delayed onset of peak AOD after the

injection date. Each paper went to substantial length to resolve the discrepancies, but none arrived at a

satisfactory explanation. It is noteworthy that Figure 4 of B12 shows a time rate of increase of Nabro OSIRIS

stratospheric AOD that is greater than for the direct-injection scenarios of Kasatochi and Sarychev Peak.

Was there in fact an unusual delay in the onset of Nabro stratospheric aerosols? Might there be a unifying

explanation for the Nabro, Kasatochi, and Sarychev Peak discrepancies not reported in these papers?

In sections 2.5 and 3 we directly address the interplay between OSIRIS aerosol data and the evolution of

stratospheric volcanic plumes. Our analysis primarily entails the use of OSIRIS version 5.07 data at its native

profile sampling and resolution (downloaded from http://osirus.usask.ca/). The aim is to understand how

completely the OSIRIS data set captures the transport pathway of sudden troposphere-to-stratosphere

transport and plume evolution. Two volcanic events form the basis of our analysis, the Nabro and Sarychev

Peak eruptions in mid-June 2011 and 2009, respectively. We will invoke independent aerosol data sets such

as ground- and space-based aerosol lidar as a check on OSIRIS aerosol extinction profiles and AOD.
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2. The Nabro Eruption Sequence—12 to 16 June 2011
2.1. Data
To characterize the Nabro eruption, we employ four satellite data sources and ground-based lidar. All but
one have been used in prior publications on the Nabro eruption. Here we combine them to demonstrate
two direct stratospheric injections imposed on a continuous, multiday eruption.

High temporal and spatial coverage of the 3 day interval is afforded by geostationary infrared imaging
data from the Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager
(SEVIRI)/Meteosat-9 11 μm brightness temperature (BT), with 15 min temporal and 3 km spatial resolution.
SEVIRI radiometric error at 10.9 μm is 0.3 K at 300 K [Schmetz et al., 2002]. These data were used to establish
the overshooting nature and stratospheric penetration of the Nabro eruption on 12 June 2011 [V13].

Polar-orbiting hyperspectral infrared image data from the Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer
(IASI) on board MetOp-A [Hilton et al., 2012] sampled the Nabro environs twice daily. We introduce IASI
SO2 and SO2-altitude retrievals [Carboni et al., 2012, and references therein] as an independent detector
of Nabro’s plume and injection height. MetOp-A is in a Sun-synchronous orbit with local overpass time
at approximately 09:30 and 21:30, delivering twice-daily mapping opportunities at a given location.
IASI retrievals of SO2 attributable to volcanoes and anthropogenic pollution were the subject of Karagulian
et al. [2010] and Clarisse et al. [2011], respectively. Carboni et al. [2012] took the additional step of retrieving
height of a SO2 plume and testing the retrieval on the eruption plume from Eyjafjallajökull volcano in
April/May 2010.

The IASI retrieval is an optimal estimation approach applied to SO2 absorption bands at 7.3 and 8.7 μm.
Carboni et al. [2012] found that the uncertainty in the SO2 amount and height retrieval was inversely pro-
portional to SO2 abundance and plume altitude. For example, for a plume with > 2 Dobson unit (DU) SO2

at altitudes >8 km, SO2 concentration and height uncertainty are less than 1 DU and 1 km, respectively.
When the measurements do not contain enough information to retrieve all the parameters (e.g., a small
SO2 amount), the retrieved values converge toward the a priori value, as will the corresponding error. In this
work we are using the same a priori values as Carboni et al. [2012], in particular 0.5 DU and 400 mb as a priori
amount and altitude, respectively, and 100 DU and 500 mb as a priori uncertainty, respectively. Where there
is not enough information to retrieve the altitude, the resulting value is the a priori. In the upcoming anal-
yses, these occurrences are evident at the periphery of a high-altitude plume. Our application of IASI SO2

plume height data to a suspected stratospheric injection is new, and the results in isolation might thus be in
doubt. But once validated against the other instruments, they provide distinct advantages in terms of hor-
izontal and temporal coverage. We will present the Level 2 IASI retrievals with no screening, except for the
condition that SO2 > 0 DU and SO2 height > 5 km.

Satellite-based vertical profiles of SO2 and aerosols are provided by NASA’s Aura Microwave Limb Sounder
(MLS) [Waters et al., 2006] and Cloud Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) [Winker et al.,
2009], respectively. MLS and CALIOP, in NASA’s A-Train formation, make their measurements less than 10 min
apart (http://atrain.nasa.gov/). MLS SO2 is retrieved between 215 and 10 hPa [Livesey et al., 2011]. The MLS
vertical/horizontal resolution is 3/170 km, respectively. CALIOP vertical/horizontal resolution is 0.06/1.0 km
at altitudes between 8.2 and 20.2 km. The Version 3.3 MLS SO2 product is available. However, presently, no
validation of the data has been published (W. Read, personal communication, 2013). F13 showed strato-
spheric MLS SO2 enhancements on the day and week after Nabro’s eruption onset that were spatially and
temporally consistent with the V13 CALIOP results.

A ground-based Micro Pulse Lidar Network instrument (532 nm) [Welton et al., 2001] at Sde Boker, Israel
(30.85◦N, 34.78◦E), operated continuously before and during the Nabro eruption. Sde Boker is strategically
located such that the stratospheric and tropospheric particulate volcanic emissions were captured within
1 day of the eruption onset [Sawamura et al., 2012]. We use the native backscatter data at 0.075 km vertical
and 1 min temporal resolution.

2.2. Tropopause Height
In this section and throughout this paper, we will adopt two methods for tropopause height determina-
tion. When dealing with tropical latitudes, the tropopause is taken to be 17 km [Gettelman et al., 2011].
For extratropical latitudes, we use the dynamical definition, i.e., based on potential vorticity (pv). Unless
otherwise specified, we use the pv = 3 pvu threshold for tropopause height. Calculations are made using
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Figure 1. Time series of SEVIRI 11 μm brightness temperature mini-
mum and cloud top height in a 30 × 45 km box surrounding Nabro
volcano, from 18:00 UTC 12 June to 18:00 UTC 16 June 2011. Temporal
resolution of the SEVIRI data is 15 min. Temperature on the left ordi-
nate is reversed for consistency with cloud top altitude. Vertical bars
separate UT days. The numbered black squares represent the altitude
at Nabro coincidence time of the five aerosol or SO2 observations
listed in Table 1 and discussed in the text.

National Center for Environmental Predic-
tion Reanalysis data [Kalnay et al., 1996].
We also invoke the 380 K potential tem-
perature level in some places, to be in
conformity with cited works that used
this stratospheric “overworld” definition
[Holton et al., 1995].

2.3. Geostationary Infrared
V13 used MSG IR data to establish that
Nabro’s eruption had begun by 21:00 UTC
12 June 2011. We use MSG 11 μm image
data to construct a multiday time line of
minimum brightness temperature (BTmin)
from eruption onset through 16 June. The
thermal IR (TIR) approach to cloud top esti-
mation is considered to be biased low for
tropical convective clouds, according to
Hamada and Nishi [2010] and Sherwood
et al. [2004]. Moderate resolution Imag-
ing Spectrometer (MODIS) TIR was used
to characterize the explosive eruption of
Kasatochi by Fee et al. [2010]. They found

that BT-inferred volcanic cloud heights were stratospheric: between 15 and 17 km. This is indeed a low esti-
mate considering that Bourassa et al. [2010]—who state that “the Kasatochi eruption injected approximately
2.0 Tg of SO2 into the lower stratosphere”—reported volcanic aerosols as high as 15–21 km thereafter.

Figure 1 is a time series of BTmin and inferred cloud top height, in a 30 × 45 km box surrounding Nabro vol-
cano from 18:00 UTC on 12 June to 18:00 UTC on 16 June 2011. Cloud top height was inferred from BTmin via
linear interpolation using radiosonde temperature/height data from Abha, Saudi Arabia (18.23◦N, 42.65◦E).
An animation of the BT map for this period is contained in the supporting information. Although we are
cognizant of the potential uncertainties in the TIR/injection-height association as described by Oppenheimer
[1998, and references therein], this application of BTmin primarily focuses on relative changes in eruption
explosivity/height over time. The drop in temperature (and increase in cloud top height) shown in Figure 1
identifies the explosive, deep nature of the initial eruption on 12 June. Cloud temperature at 22:30 UTC
12 June is −84◦C, which is not significantly different than the Abha cold point (−82.3◦C, at 18.1 km)—the
cold point being the absolute top of the tropical tropopause layer [Gettelman et al., 2011]. At this early point
in the Nabro eruption, MODIS and SEVIRI TIR data also exhibited a localized warm core in the cold cloud
top, which V13 and F13 displayed and attributed to overshooting of the plume into the lowermost strato-
sphere. This situation (anomalously cold pixels and warm core area) involves greater uncertainty in the
TIR/height determination, but it suggests that cloud tops are above tropopause level. From this point to
the end of the time series, BTmin is warmer than the cold point, obviating this complication. We will assume
that the cloud top inferred by the BTmin is located below the cold point, using only this part of the envi-
ronmental profile for the temperature/height lookup. Cloud top temperature remains very low for several
hours of 13 June, indicative of a continuous eruption to or near the tropopause. This is consistent with the
tropopause-level cloud top pressure exhibited by the MODIS data shown in F13 and in the supporting infor-
mation. Equally low cloud top pressure is seen from near the volcano (fresh injection) to distant points
(hours-old emissions).

BT then increases between 14 and 16 June but remains lower than −20◦C and above 8 km altitude through-
out. Although the 4 day interval does include some passages of meteorological cloud, the animation
provided in the supporting information confirms that the vast majority of the BT signal is generated by vol-
canic emission. A second local BT minimum is recorded ∼12:00 UTC 16 June. BTmin at that time was −74◦C
(∼120 hPa, 15.6 km).

In summary, the BTmin time series shows a continuous volcanic convective cloud between 13 and 16 June,
with injection heights ranging from 8 to 18 km, and an indication that there was a second deep injection
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Figure 2. IASI SO2 concentration (DU) and SO2 height (km), 13 June 2011. (left and middle) SO2 concentration and
height, zoomed in on northeast Africa and the Middle East. Nabro location: white triangle. (right) SO2 height in a domain
including all of Asia. Maps in Figure 2 (right) show OSIRIS measurement locations (black circles) on each calendar day.
White regions on the maps are IASI field-of-view locations without a retrieval. Gray-shaded regions signify interorbit or
orbital data gaps.

from Nabro on 16 June. An independent view of the high plumes on 13 and 16 June, afforded by CO2 slicing
applied to Terra and Aqua MODIS data similar to Figure 1 in F13, is provided in the supporting information.
Next we will present evidence that the 13 and 16 June eruption pulses impacted the lowermost stratosphere
and that the plume top is underestimated by the BT-inference approach. In section 2.4 we will discuss the
five black boxes in Figure 1.

2.4. IASI, CALIOP, MLS, and MPLNET
An independent view of plume injection altitude is afforded by IASI SO2 height retrievals. Our analysis com-
bines IASI with three independent and coincident measurements of SO2 abundance, height, and volcanic
aerosols to assess the robustness of the IASI plume height information. The IASI SO2 concentration and
height retrievals between 13 and 18 June are mapped in Figures 2–7. The initial Nabro plume shows up
strongly during daytime 13 June. The two separate plume features are the result of an interorbit data gap.
SO2 concentration in the plume, which is entirely over northeast Africa on both daytime and nighttime
IASI overpasses, is greater than 20 DU over an expansive area where the plume altitude is between ∼14
and 18 km.

On 14 June (Figure 3) the plume spread into the Middle East and much of the plume has top altitudes
above ∼14 km. On 15 June (Figure 4) the plume stretched from near the volcano to Central Asia, under
the influence of the continuous eruption discussed in section 2.3. The plume is exhibiting a separation
of equally long higher- and lower altitude segments north and south, respectively. On 15 and 16 June
(Figure 5) the plume remains anchored to the volcano and arcs north and east as far as Mongolia and China.
The western edge of the high-altitude segment (now clearly separated from the lower material) remains
over northern Africa. Indeed B12, using CALIOP backscatter data, identified in their Figure S2 this seg-
ment of the long plume as a “small stratospheric layer” at 19 km, and F13 traced it via trajectory to Nabro’s
13 June eruption. The line of this CALIOP overpass is shown on the maps of Figure 4 (bottom row). On
17 June (Figure 6) the southern, lower altitude stream of material is now punctuated by a high-altitude
feature stretching from northeast Africa into the Middle East. High-altitude retrievals are still evident in
the northern stream of material, enveloped in a plume that is continuous from the Mediterranean Sea to
East Asia.
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Figure 3. As in Figure 2 but for 14 June 2011. Sde Boker’s location is indicated by a white square. The red and black lines
are the respective Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) forward and backward trajectories
initialized at Sde Boker discussed in section 2.4. The large box in the right column maps is the area inside which OSIRIS
profiles are selected for Figure 10. Yellow arrow points to an OSIRIS profile within the plume discussed in Figure 10.

We verify the IASI plume-height data by comparing with height-resolved, independent, near-coincident
aerosol and SO2 data. For the first stratospheric injection, we show in Figure 8 the IASI morning and night
14 June measurements of the plume and aerosol data from the Sde Boker lidar, which is part of the Micro
Pulse Lidar Network (MPLNET). Stratospheric aerosols from Nabro were detected continuously at Sde Boker
[Sawamura et al., 2012] for approximately 24 h from approximately 03:00 UTC 14–15 June. Tropopause
height based on pv = 2 and 3 pvu is shown to convey uncertainty. The tropopause is between 15 and

Figure 4. As in Figure 2 but for 15 June 2011. The CALIOP orbit segment discussed in section 2.4 is shown in the bottom
three panels. Yellow arrows point to OSIRIS profiles discussed in Figure 10.
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Figure 5. As in Figure 2 but for 16 June 2011.

16 km, 1–3 km lower than the highest aerosols. A layer near the tropopause is evident between ∼12:00 UTC
14 June and 00:00 UTC 15 June. Optically thinner layers are seen below the tropopause. At 07:40 and
18:56 UTC, IASI retrieved SO2 and plume height near Sde Boker (Figure 3). The SO2 plume heights for coinci-
dent (within 0.5◦ latitude and longitude) IASI pixels at 07:40 UTC span the aerosol layer within ∼1 km, with a
clumping near the bottom of the scattering layer. At 18:56 UTC the IASI heights are roughly the same as the
morning data and span the lower of two Nabro layers, near the tropopause.

Figure 6. As in Figure 2 but for 17 June 2011. Box in right column maps same as in Figure 3. Nighttime maps have a line
showing CALIOP/A-Train overpass at ∼00:00 UTC 18 June and have 5 day isentropic back trajectories launched in the IASI
SO2 plume straddling the A-Train swath. Trajectories are initialized at 19:00 UTC 17 June at 17 km ASL (∼389 K potential
temperature) at 25◦N, 25◦E; 27◦N, 27◦E; and 29◦N, 29◦E. Dotted trajectory segments, pre-16 June; solid segments, post
00:00 UTC 16 June. Black dots give 00:00 UTC positions.

FROMM ET AL. ©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. 7
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Figure 7. As in Figure 2 but for 18 June 2011. Yellow arrow points to OSIRIS profile within the plume discussed
in Figure 10.

Figure 3 shows forward and backward isentropic trajectories initialized at Sde Boker at 03:00 UTC on 14 and
15 June used for the initial and terminal detection of stratospheric aerosol, respectively. Trajectory calcula-
tions here and throughout are from the Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT)
model [Draxler and Rolph, 2013]. The forward trajectory, northeast of Sde Boker, shows that the strato-
spheric aerosols initially detected conform with the leading edge (i.e., the northeastward extent) of the
IASI SO2 plume feature. The backward trajectory (southwest of Sde Boker) shows that the termination of
stratospheric aerosol detection conforms with another perimeter location of the IASI plume. Taken together,
the lidar, IASI, and wind data give a coherent picture of stratospheric SO2 and particulates consistent with
a direct, multihour stratospheric injection on 12/13 June, as illustrated in Figure 1. The lidar data also
give a compelling verification of the IASI SO2 height retrievals for a subtropical upper troposphere/lower
stratosphere (UTLS) volcanic plume.

The stratospheric Nabro plume generated by the eruptive pulse on 16 June is the focus of our second IASI
comparison. The nighttime 17 June IASI overpass (Figure 6, bottom row) of northeastern Africa was at

Figure 8. Time-height curtain of Sde Boker normalized relative
backscatter, 00:00 UTC 14 June–12:00 UTC 15 June 2011. Lower
(higher) dotted line is tropopause altitude based on the pv= 2 (3) pvu
threshold, respectively. White diamonds are IASI SO2 height retrievals
within 0.5◦ latitude and longitude from Sde Boker. Error bars offset to
left represent the average and maximum IASI uncertainty among the
illustrated pixels. See text for details.

19:30 UTC, approximately 5 h prior
to the overpass of the A-Train. At this
time/location, the Nabro SO2 plume is ori-
ented toward the northeast similar to the
prior days, with a high-altitude portion to
the north and lower altitude SO2 to the
south. A transect on Figure 6 (bottom row)
shows the A-Train path over the Nabro
plume between 20◦ and 35◦N. Along
this transect, IASI continuously detects
SO2 up to ∼6 DU as far north as ∼30◦N.
The transect intersects both the low- and
high-altitude part of the plume.

Figure 9 shows Level 2 MLS SO2 mixing
ratio and CALIOP 532 nm attenuated
backscatter through this portion of the
Nabro plume. Figure 9 also contains the
380 K isentrope interpolated from

FROMM ET AL. ©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. 8
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Figure 9. Latitude-height curtain along A-Train orbit ∼00:00 UTC
18 June 2011 over northeast Africa. CALIOP 532 nm attenuated
backscatter (color scale on right). Open rectangles represent MLS
retrieval volumes colored according to SO2 mixing ratio (color scale
along bottom). White line: 380 K isentrope. Lower (higher) dotted line
is tropopause altitude based on the pv = 2 (3) pvu threshold, respec-
tively. IASI SO2 height: white cross. Arrow length is commensurate with
1.86◦ latitude movement in 5 h between A-Train and IASI using HYSPLIT
trajectories that are also used for the 120 h path discussed in the text.

ERA-Interim reanalysis [Dee et al., 2011],
tropopause height determined from
pv = 2 and 3 pvu, and IASI SO2

height retrievals that are within 0.25◦

of the CALIOP profile coordinates.
MLS SO2 shows strong enhancement
between ∼26◦ and 30◦N, 16–18 km.
The maximum SO2 mixing ratio here is
>100 ppbv while the pre-Nabro strato-
spheric MLS SO2 is ∼0 ppbv with a
standard deviation of approximately
4 ppbv in the UTLS. Inside the relatively
broad MLS pixels, CALIOP backscatter is
enhanced above the 380 K level. Toward
the south, and below the minimum MLS
retrieval altitude, CALIOP backscatter
is enhanced between ∼7 and 11 km.

CALIOP measurements include 532 nm linear volume depolarization ratio, which is an indicator of particle
shape (and by inference, liquid sulfate droplets). V13 discuss this, arguing that the Nabro sulfate droplets
give near-zero depolarization. The particles detected in both the northern stratospheric and southern tro-
pospheric segments of the CALIOP curtain in Figure 9 are nondepolarizing (not shown) and are therefore
very likely liquid sulfate aerosols.

IASI SO2 and SO2 height retrievals accurately resolve both portions of the Nabro emissions. IASI SO2 heights
are between the CALIOP tropospheric scattering layers toward the south, then increase northward, and are
generally distributed ∼1–2 km above the MLS SO2 and CALIOP aerosols where the stratospheric anomaly is
greatest. Wind direction at UTLS altitudes at this time were toward the north-northeast. Thus, the advection
of volcanic material in the 5 h interval between IASI and MLS/CALIOP would be roughly along the line of the
A-Train orbit, aiding in the reconciliation of the SO2 and aerosol-height gradients observed here. The arrow
length in Figure 9 represents the distance an air parcel would traverse in the 5 h measurement interval.

Backward trajectories from the stratospheric portion of the IASI/MLS/CALIOP Nabro plume, terminating
on 13 June, are shown in Figure 6 (bottom row). Trajectory paths are plotted as solid lines through 00 UTC
16 June and dotted back to 00 UTC 13 June. The paths go over Nabro. However, the Nabro overpass is
on 16 June and clearly not 13 June—these endpoints are over distant southeastern Asia. Hence, this
near-coincident combination of A-Train and IASI data reinforces the finding from Figures 1–7 that there
was a second, distinct, injection to the tropopause region from Nabro volcano on 16 June. The totality of
stratospheric Nabro emissions was attributable to two impulses, 3 days apart.

In the prior analysis, we presented back-trajectory evidence for direct stratospheric injection of particles and
SO2, showing advection paths to the volcano. We use the time of the Nabro overpass to annotate Figure 1,
illustrating the altitude of the material transported isentropically from these downstream observations.
Table 1 summarizes five distinct observation/trajectory connections to Nabro. The Nabro-overpass symbols
of these five height-resolved layers in Figure 1 are seen in the context of the TIR-determined volcanic cloud’s
optically opaque top altitude. The fact that isentropic transport produces a match for these five distinct
observations with the volcano indicates an injection source term consistent with these overpass altitudes.
In the case of the two Sde Boker observations 9 h apart on 14 June, the altitude is closely matched with the
inferred heights of the TIR method. The other two matches on 13 June, and the match on 16 June, are at
altitudes considerably greater than the BT-inferred cloud tops. Yet the BTmin time series clearly shows two
relatively deep injection scenarios, on 12–13 and 16 June. We conclude from this that the BTmin approach
here at brief intervals approximates the actual injection height but more generally underestimates the true
stratospheric injection altitude.

In summary, the evidence shows that stratospheric gases and sulfate particles were in abundance on each
day starting on 13 June and that there is close correspondence between the particulate and gaseous emis-
sions. Hence, the synoptic view of the stratospheric plume evidenced by IASI SO2 and SO2 height retrievals
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Table 1. Nabro Stratospheric Layers Observed Between 14 and 18 June 2011

Measurement Altitude/
Figure 1 Potential Temperature Nabro Overpass Nabro Overpass
Number Observation Source (km ASL/K) Altitude (km ASL) Time

1
Sde Boker,

Figure 8 16.2/385 16.8
22 UTC

09 UTC 14 June 12 June

2
Sde Boker,

Figure 8 17.3/402 17.6
02 UTC

18 UTC 14 June 13 June

3
MLS 80 hPa SO2,

F13 18.0/411 18.0
07 UTC

11 UTC 14 June 13 June

4
CALIOP “small...layer,”

F13; B12 18.7/435 18.9
18 UTC

00 UTC 16 June 13 June

5
CALIOP/MLS

Figure 9 17.0/393 17.4
07 UTC

00 UTC 18 June 16 June

can be used to follow the spreading aerosol plume in the days following the eruption and to assess the
OSIRIS profile sampling of the young Nabro stratospheric plume.

2.5. OSIRIS, 13–18 June
V13 and F13, using vertical profiling instruments, showed the evolution of stratospheric aerosols and SO2

in the week following Nabro’s eruption onset. IASI data, in the right columns of Figures 2–7, give a synoptic
view of the gaseous stratospheric and tropospheric Nabro emissions as they spread over the Middle East,
Central, and Eastern Asia during and after the two deep impulses discussed in sections 2.3 and 2.4. These
also show OSIRIS’s native measurement coverage between 13 and 18 June. The number of OSIRIS profiles
in the zone from the eastern Mediterranean to East Asia (defined as 25–50◦N, 20–120◦E) ranges between
0 and 18 per day. The nadir-imaging coverage of IASI permits an examination of the location of individual
OSIRIS profiles with respect to the evolving plume (as was done for the Sde Boker MPLNET instrument in
section 2.4).

Figure 10a displays the 17 OSIRIS aerosol extinction profiles in this zone on 14 June, compared with a 12 day
sample of profiles collected prior to the Nabro eruption (1–12 June) and extinction values estimated at
750 nm from Sde Boker MPLNET data on the fourteenth. All but one OSIRIS profile in the 1–12 June sample

Figure 10. OSIRIS 750 nm aerosol extinction coefficient for pre- and post-Nabro time frames in a box bounded by
25◦N–50◦N, 20◦E–120◦E (see boxes in Figures 3 and 6). Pre-Nabro (gray profiles) is defined as 1–12 June 2011.
Post-Nabro profiles are color coded to distinguish from pre-Nabro and one another. Listing gives the coordinates of
each profile, its terminal altitude and tropopause height. Small horizontal bars show the collocated tropopause heights.
Vertical bar on right is the maximum 750 nm extinction coefficient measured at Sde Boker at 16:00 UTC 14 June 2011,
spanning the ∼ 1.6 km thick aerosol layer between 16.1 and 17.8 km (see Figure 7). Horizontal bar below is the collo-
cated tropopause height. (a) 14 June. (b) 15 June. (c) 16 June. (d) 17 June. (e) 18 June. (f ) 17 July. Thick black lines and
asterisks identify profiles discussed in detail in the text and highlighted in Figures 3 and 7. Colored asterisks indicate the
profiles within the perimeter of the IASI SO2 plume.
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terminate at 14.5 km or higher, regardless of the local tropopause condition (average/minimum tropopause
height = 12.7/9.3 km, respectively). The post-Nabro profiles in Figure 10 contain information on the profile
termination height and the local tropopause. The exhibited pattern is fairly typical in background conditions
(as will be quantified in section 3); OSIRIS profiles seldom probe below the tropopause and regularly ter-
minate 0–4 km above a high tropopause, and more so when the tropopause is below ∼10 km. It is evident
that none of these profiles exhibit stratospheric aerosol extinction enhancement with respect to pre-Nabro.
Looking at Figure 3, we see that this is attributable to sampling sparseness with respect to the day-old
plume; one profile is located near the core of the high-altitude portion of the plume. This profile is targeted
in Figure 10a, in bold black. The OSIRIS profile appears to be located within the stratospheric part of the
Nabro plume. It terminates at 15.5 km, 1.2 km above the local tropopause. The average IASI plume height
for pixels within 0.5◦ latitude and longitude is 16.4 km. Assuming that the OSIRIS measurement time is
∼16:00 UTC (18 local standard time (LST)), the simultaneous layer at Sde Boker (∼330 km south) is between
∼16 and 18 km. We convert Sde Boker’s backscatter to 750 nm extinction coefficient using the method of
Campbell et al. [2008] and show the layer’s maximum as a vertical bar on Figure 10a. Nabro’s plume exhibits
an extinction coefficient almost 3 orders of magnitude greater than the OSIRIS measurement.

If indeed the Sde Boker lidar data capture the height and optical properties of the synoptic IASI feature, it
would be reasonable to expect that OSIRIS would resolve a similar extinction enhancement vis-à-vis back-
ground conditions. The fact that the OSIRIS profile terminates below the IASI and Sde Boker layers and
gives no hint of such an enhancement suggests three possible explanations: (1) the Nabro aerosols at the
time/location of the OSIRIS measurement were below the level at which the retrieval terminated, (2) the
stratospheric part of the Nabro plume had not yet advected into the OSIRIS field of view, and (3) the lidar’s
523 nm channel is more sensitive to the optical properties of the Nabro particle-size distribution than
OSIRIS’s 750 nm wavelength. Each explanation contributes to the point that spatiotemporal sampling and
instrument sensitivity are critical to the correct characterization of a young/concentrated particulate phe-
nomenon. In this case, Sde Boker’s fortuitous observations reveal a critical aspect of the initial stratospheric
Nabro injection that no satellite remote sensing measurement was able to capture.

Figure 10b shows OSIRIS profiles on 15 June. As for 14 June, there are no profiles exhibiting an apparent
aerosol enhancement with respect to pre-Nabro, in spite of the fact that three of the profiles are located
within the IASI SO2 plume. They are identified with arrows in Figure 4 and asterisks in Figure 10b. The
tropopause is high—greater than 15.7 km—near these profiles, as are the IASI plume-heights. The OSIRIS
profiles terminate within 1 km above the tropopause. Hence, it is difficult to make firm conclusions, except
that no obvious aerosol enhancement was evident in the OSIRIS profile. There were no OSIRIS measure-
ments in this zone on 16 June (Figures 5 and 10c). Figure 10d shows the OSIRIS aerosol profiles in the same
zone on 17 June, after the Nabro plume had spread into East Asia. There are no OSIRIS locations within the
stratospheric plume suggested by the IASI map (Figure 6). There are three within the southern, lower stream
(marked by asterisks in Figure 10d). The profiles terminate 0–4 km above the tropopause like they did on 14
and 15 June, and there are no extinction enhancements compared with preeruption background.

On 18 June (Figure 10e), an anomalous condition is evident in one of the OSIRIS profiles (42◦N, 84◦E). Here
the profile exhibits no extinction enhancement but terminates higher than normal on an absolute scale
(17.5 km) and tropopause-relative scale as well (6 km). It is located amidst a weakening IASI SO2 feature
(Figures 7) that had on the prior day comprised heights of ∼16–18 km. CALIOP backscatter curtains [see
Clarisse et al., 2014] on this day bracketing the OSIRIS profile exhibit scattering layers ∼16–18 km. It is shown
next that high OSIRIS-profile termination increases in frequency in the immediate post-Nabro period.

Figure 10f shows the situation in the same geographic zone, 1 month after the eruption (17 July), at which
time Nabro stratospheric aerosols abounded in Asia and had spread zonally around the globe [Sawamura
et al., 2012, B12]. There are eight profiles in this zone, all of which look different in two respects compared
to the preeruption profiles (gray) and the posteruption profiles of Figures 10a–10e. One difference is that
there are no posteruption profile measurements below 17.5 km within the gray preeruption envelope. Four
profiles terminate more than 5 km above the tropopause; one above 20 km. Extinction in these apparently
truncated profiles fall mostly into the preeruption envelope, although a few hint at an extinction enhance-
ment near the profile termination altitude. The other difference is manifested by the one profile exhibiting
a layer feature at 17.5–18.5 km with an approximate order-of-magnitude aerosol extinction increase. Hence,
at this point in the plume’s evolution, OSIRIS clearly has multiple opportunities to sample the widespread
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Figure 11. Time series of SAGE II profile Zmin for the instrument’s
entire record (1 January 1985 to 22 August 2005). Vertical lines at
1 January. Black dots represent profiles equatorward of 20◦ latitude.
Red, smaller dots represent profiles poleward of 20◦ latitude. Hori-
zontal line at 17 km marks the typical tropical tropopause altitude
[Gettelman et al., 2011].

plume and indeed resolves aerosol
enhancements. However, the apparently
truncated profiles of Figure 10f suggest
that vertical sampling through the plume is
reduced (see section 3.2.1).

In summary, even though ground-based
lidar, IASI, MLS, and CALIOP revealed Nabro
SO2 and particles in the stratosphere above
380 K, and up to 19 km in the first 4 days
after eruption, OSIRIS’s vertical and hori-
zontal sampling at that time showed no
signal of a stratospheric perturbation. In the
Asian monsoon region, 1 month later, OSIRIS
data were characterized by some profiles
resolving modest aerosol enhancement
layers and others with abnormally high pro-
file termination. A detailed analysis of this
issue follows.

3. OSIRIS Sampling and Saturation Issues
3.1. Historical Perspective
Satellite limb-sounding instruments operating in the visible to near IR are capable of detecting some
optically thin aerosol and cloud layers in the troposphere and stratosphere. The longest legacy of such
measurements is maintained by instruments operated in the solar occultation mode, such as Stratospheric
Aerosol Measurement II, Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) I–III (and a few additional instru-
ments not mentioned). These instruments delivered 1 km vertical resolution aerosol extinction profiles
between 1978 and 2005. Each instrument’s Sun-tracking method and sensitivity are, of course, differ-
ent. However, they all have a sensitivity limit when the solar transmission is reduced to the point where
signal-to-noise is insufficient to retrieve aerosol/cloud extinction. Put simply, when an opaque cloud or
aerosol layer (or the hard Earth) occults the Sun, the extinction profile terminates.

In clear-sky conditions, NASA’s SAGE II and III could retrieve aerosol extinction down to 4 km above the
Earth’s surface [e.g., Treffeisen et al., 2006]. Tropospheric clouds are almost always too optically thick for these
instruments, causing the profile to terminate at or just above the cloud top [Wang et al., 1995]. Stratospheric
aerosols and clouds are also known to cause profile termination above the feature top. In their study of the
young Mount Pinatubo aerosol plume in 1991, McCormick and Veiga [1992] referred to this SAGE II feature
as the “aerosol cloud top” and found profiles truncating as high as 29 km. In fact, they found that at some
point soon after the eruption, a majority of SAGE II’s tropical profiles truncated far above its normal profile
termination near or below the tropopause. Figure 11 reveals that in the 20 year SAGE II record, the Mount
Pinatubo era stands out in this regard. Truncated profiles at the aerosol layer top were a common feature
globally and persisted for 3 years.

Aerosol optical thicknesses sufficient to truncate solar-occultation measurements in the stratosphere have
other sources in addition to volcanic aerosol plumes. For example, some polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs)
[Fromm et al., 1997, 1999; Palm et al., 2005] and stratospheric wildfire smoke plumes can also truncate mea-
surements. Fromm et al. [2005] showed a pair of Polar Ozone and Aerosol Measurement (POAM) III and SAGE
II profiles in close proximity—both sampling a stratospheric smoke plume—where SAGE II resolved the
smoke layer with a 0.013 km−1 1 μm extinction coefficient at 2 km above the tropopause, and POAM III cut
off just above this layer. This same paper showed that POAM recorded these so-called “High Zmins” (profile
termination 3 or more km above the tropopause) in the smoke plume a full 3 weeks after pyrocumulonim-
bus (pyroCb) smoke injection. Modeling High Zmin conditions revealed that POAM II’s 780 nm extinction
sensitivity limit was ∼ 0.02 km−1 [Fromm et al., 1999]. Two papers, Wang et al. [1995, 2001] determined
that SAGE II had a sensitivity limit of 1020 nm extinction coefficient 0.02 km−1 and 0.03 km−1, respec-
tively. Both of these values, considered for a 1 km deep layer, are close to the definition of “subvisual cirrus”
[Sassen et al., 1990].
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Table 2. Average OSIRIS Profile Termination Versus Tropopause Statistics for 13 June to 13 Augusta

2010 2011 2012
AM Wlon Nlat AM Wlon Nlat AM Wlon Nlat

N 950 1504 2301 555 1484 2079 703 1109 1645
OZmin (km) 16.34 15.91 14.39 17.98 16.28 14.87 16.17 15.89 14.33
Ztrop (km) 14.88 13.94 10.87 15.13 13.85 10.73 14.69 13.86 10.97
Delta (km) +1.46 +1.97 +3.52 +2.85 +2.43 +4.14 +1.48 +2.03 +3.36
O𝜃min (K) 388.3 388.2 390.5 423.8 394.2 398.9 384.8 386.6 388.2
𝜃trop (K) 370.4 361.3 336.9 370.9 359.5 334.3 369.1 360.0 336.8
Delta (K) +17.9 +26.9 +53.6 +52.9 +34.7 +64.6 +15.7 +26.6 +51.4

aGeographic regions are as follows: 20◦N–45◦N, 20◦E–140◦E, for the Asian monsoon (AM);
20◦N–45◦N, west longitudes only (Wlon); and 45◦N–60◦N, (Nlat).

The cited studies of volcanic sulfates, pyroCb smoke, and PSCs make clear that if the aerosol-profile data
set is taken at face value, potentially significant volumes of stratospheric air will be inferred to be absent
of aerosols when in fact quite the opposite is true. In the case of Mount Pinatubo, McCormick and Veiga
[1992] employed a proxy extinction value for this unseen atmosphere to deal with the AOD underestimation
that contaminated the SAGE II record in this early posteruption phase. Thomason and Peter [2006] filled in
aerosol extinction below this so-called “saturation” level with proxy extinction data based on ground-based
lidar profiles. Fromm et al. [2005] chose not to inflate the measured POAM III AOD values in the analysis
of the young pyroCb plume but rather annotated the aerosol time series to show when these unseen but
particularly large-AOD samples were detected. Although such approaches to account for the High Zmin
are necessary, they are unsatisfactory because the cloud/plume that is undetected can exhibit physical
properties ranging from a single, geometrically thin layer to a vertically broad or multilayered structure.
The cloud/plume can embody an extinction coefficient ranging from the instrument’s sensitivity limit up
to values representative of visible clouds, spanning multiple orders of magnitude. While the occurrence
of a High Zmin prevents us from providing a quantitative measure of aerosols in the presence of a strong
plume, the existence of such events must be accounted for explicitly in any remote-sensing analysis of a
young/concentrated aerosol plume in the stratosphere.

3.2. OSIRIS Vertical Sampling and Aerosol Sensitivity
The Version 5.07 OSIRIS Optical Spectrograph (OS) 750 nm aerosol data set contains confirmation of the
High-Zmin effect with a deleterious potential regarding interpretation of young/strong stratospheric aerosol
plumes. Although OSIRIS’s OS operates in limb scatter mode, it is reasonable to expect an analog to the High
Zmin in this data set. Our search of the literature did not uncover any analysis of OSIRIS OS profile termina-
tion as a function of cloud optical depth and altitude. However, the OSIRIS Level 2 User Guide for OS data
supports the contention of the High-Zmin effect in the statement: “The instrument cannot meaningfully
measure below the upper cloud deck and even under clear sky conditions starts to suffer detector satu-
ration problems at altitudes below 7 km altitude (http://odin-osiris.usask.ca/sites/default/files/media/pdf/
l2dataformat.pdf).” To assess how well OSIRIS characterizes the aerosol loading in the lower stratosphere,
two questions arise: (1) How much of the lowermost stratosphere does OSIRIS typically resolve? and (2)
What is the OSIRIS OS cloud/aerosol extinction threshold? We address these questions with an empirical
approach.
3.2.1. OSIRIS Minimum Altitude
The OSIRIS-profile terminal altitude is defined as the lowest altitude bin containing a retrieved aerosol
extinction coefficient. We evaluate OSIRIS-profile terminal altitude relative to the tropopause, expressed
both in terms of geometric height and potential temperature. Tropopause height and potential temper-
ature (Ztrop and 𝜃trop, respectively) are calculated using the pv-based definition (profiles equatorward of
20◦ latitude are not considered in this analysis). Interpolation in space and time to OSIRIS is performed,
using daily National Centers for Environmental Prediction reanalysis data [Kalnay et al., 1996]. Hereafter, the
OSIRIS-profile terminal height and 𝜃 will be referred to as OZmin (km) and O𝜃min (K), respectively.

We chose 3 years and three geographical regions within which to calculate average OZmin,O𝜃min, Ztrop, and
𝜃trop. The time periods are 13 June to 13 August, for years 2010–2012. The 2 month interval begins on the
Nabro volcano eruption date. The 3 years include the Nabro year (2011) and surrounding years with no
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Figure 12. Histogram of OSIRIS profile Zmin. Frequency bins are
1 km wide. Five zones covering the Earth to the 80th parallel are
defined in the legend. Every OSIRIS profile through 2012 is included.
Vertical bars indicate the average tropopause height in each zone.
The dynamical tropopause definition (see text for details) is used
outside the tropics. The tropical tropopause is taken to be 17 km
[Gettelman et al., 2011].

significant stratospheric volcanic impact.
The geographical zones are 1. 20◦N–45◦N,
20◦E–140◦E, for the Asian monsoon (AM);
2. 20◦N–45◦N, west longitudes (Wlon); and
3. 45◦N–60◦N (Nlat).

Table 2 contains averages for OZmin,O𝜃min,

Ztrop, and 𝜃trop for each year and geograph-
ical zone. The 3 year average tropopause
height and 𝜃 in the AM (where the
tropopause is high relative to the other
zones) is approximately 15 km and 370 K,
respectively. Considering this result, it
is evident that the 380 K threshold used
elsewhere herein is a more restrictive cri-
terion for the stratosphere. In the AM zone
for the two nonvolcanic years, OSIRIS typ-
ically probed down to just above 16 km,
∼1.4 –1.7 km higher than the tropopause.
In terms of 𝜃, OSIRIS terminated at ∼387 K,
18 K above the tropopause. In the Wlon
zone, OZmin was typically just below 16 km
but slightly higher with respect to the
tropopause (∼2 km) than in the AM. In terms
of 𝜃, OSIRIS typically terminated ∼387 K,
∼27 K above the tropopause i n 2010 and
2012. In the Nabro season, OZmin and
O𝜃min were considerably higher in the AM
both absolutely and with respect to the
tropopause. From these results, we see
that in an unperturbed stratosphere in the
20◦N–45◦N zones that OSIRIS typically ter-
minates not only above the tropopause but
also above 380 K as well. In perturbed con-
ditions such as the Nabro summer 2011, this
measurement offset rises considerably.

Figure 13. O𝜃min and 𝜃trop for each OSIRIS profile in 2007 and
2011, in two latitude belts, (a) 20◦N–25◦N and (b) 45◦N–60◦N. 2011
data are plotted with smaller dots. Black (red) dots are O𝜃min for
2007 (2011). Blue dots are 𝜃trop for 2011. Note the ∼20 day OSIRIS
data gap in August and September (also reflected as a gap in
Figure 4 of B12).

Even the stratosphere above 380 K was
systematically undersampled in the AM in
summer 2011 vis-à-vis the two clean years
(not shown in Table 2). The proportion of
OSIRIS AM profiles probing below 400 K is
48% in 2011, compared to 95% and 98%
in 2010 and 2012, respectively. Moreover,
the onset of the reduced sampling in 2011
is approximately the Nabro eruption date;
the proportion of OSIRIS AM profiles ter-
minating below 400 K in the two months
preceding 12 June 2011 is 95%, consistent
with the prior and following summers. Given
that the likely reason for OSIRIS-profile ter-
mination well into the stratosphere is the
presence of aerosol plumes, it is evident that
not accounting for the “missing” aerosol
will corrupt the analysis of stratospheric
volcanic impact.
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Figure 14. Same as Figure 13 but comparing 2009 (red and blue dots)
with 2007. Here the vertical bar at 13 June signifies the Sarychev Peak
eruption, coincidentally at about the same date as Nabro’s eruption.

Table 2 contains information regarding
OSIRIS profile termination at middle and
high latitudes as well. Here we see that
even though the tropopause is consid-
erably lower than in the lower latitudes
of the AM and Wlon zones, OSIRIS pro-
files typically terminate higher on a
tropopause-relative basis: over 3 km in
2010 and 2012. Interestingly, Table 2
shows that, in terms of 𝜃, OSIRIS Nlat pro-
file termination is typically higher than
in lower latitudes. Thus, in summary, it
appears that OSIRIS vertical sampling of
the lower stratosphere globally is incom-
plete and, in a poleward direction, is
increasingly biased. The generality of this
condition is illustrated in Figure 12. Here
the entire OSIRIS data set between 2001
and 2012 was subjected to a histogram
analysis of OZmin and Ztrop. Five latitude
zones spanning 80◦S to 80◦N reveal OZmin

tendencies in the tropics, low-latitude
extratropics, and high latitudes. Figure 12
shows that tropical OZmin mode is ∼0.5 km
above the tropopause, extratropical
OZmin ∼2.5 km above, and high-latitude
OZmin ∼4.5 km above. Outside the tropics,
the proportion of OSIRIS profiles probing
to the tropopause is between 0 and 5%.

3.2.2. OSIRIS High-Zmin Effect
A time-series analysis of OSIRIS Zmin brings these issues into focus. Figure 13 shows individual-profile O𝜃min

for two calendar years: 2007 (a year with no documented volcanic stratospheric plume) and 2011, and
𝜃trop for 2011. The latitude belt subsets in Figure 13 are as defined for Table 2, 20◦–45◦N (Figure 13a) and
45◦–60◦N (Figure 13b). Aside from a few spurious daily spikes (e.g., in mid-March and mid-April), the tem-
poral pattern of O𝜃min in 2011 shows a narrow range in spring and autumn in both 2007 and 2011, between
370 and 400 K. 𝜃trop is offset below O𝜃min throughout the period in both latitude zones. In the summer
months of both years, in both latitude belts, there is an increased occurrence of O𝜃min above 400 K—an
OSIRIS manifestation of the High Zmin. However, in 2011 the High-Zmin occurrence frequency and top 𝜃

are much greater than in 2007. The onset in 2011 was around the date of the Nabro eruption and persisted
into autumn.

Figure 14 presents a corresponding analysis of 2007 and 2009, during the latter of which the Sarychev Peak
volcano in the Kurile Island chain (48.1◦N, 153◦E) erupted, directly injecting SO2 and aerosols into the strato-
sphere [H10; K11; O12; Rybin et al., 2011; Carn and Lopez, 2011; Doeringer et al., 2012]. According to Rybin
et al. [2011], Sarychev Peak erupted explosively between 12 and 16 June. The first three of the papers cited
above involved OSIRIS aerosol data in their analyses. As mentioned in section 1, the authors contended with
a low bias in OSIRIS AOD and a temporal offset in peak OSIRIS AOD (OSIRIS peaking later). For instance, K11
found that OSIRIS AOD was an order of magnitude smaller than model simulations (the same bias reported
by K10 for Kasatochi). H10 found that OSIRIS AOD peaked about 1 month later than the model. These papers
each discussed the OSIRIS discrepancies and attempted reconciliation but could not resolve the issue. H10
consequently concluded that their model needed refinements in its gas-particle nucleation scheme. A
similar conclusion was reached by Heard et al. [2012] who encountered the same discrepancies in an anal-
ysis of both Kasatochi and Sarychev with the UK Met Office’s Numerical Atmospheric-dispersion Modeling
Environment and OSIRIS data.
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Figure 15. Profiles of global maximum OSIRIS 750 nm aerosol
extinction coefficient for three individual northern summer months
(June, left; July, center; August, right). Thin gray lines are for the
years identified in the upper left legend. Thick gray line, 2011. Thick,
black, dashed line, 2009. Horizontal line at 17 km represents the
typical tropical tropopause [Gettelman et al., 2011]. Colored anno-
tations show non-OSIRIS observations of stratospheric aerosol
extinction coefficient, all converted to 750 nm. “SAGE II Thresh-
old” is from Wang et al. [1995]. “SAGE II Smoke” is from Figure 15
of Fromm et al. [2005]. “ACE Sarychev” from Figure 7b of Doeringer
et al. [2012]. “Halifax Kasatochi” from Figure 2 of Bitar et al. [2010].
Conversion to 750 nm extinction is by linear interpolation between
1020 and 525 nm n the case of SAGE II data. For others, we use an
Angström exponent = 1.

None of these papers explored the potential
effect of High Zmins in the OSIRIS aerosol
data set. Figure 14a shows that after the
mid-June direct stratospheric injection by
Sarychev Peak, OSIRIS incurred a similar
onset of High Zmins as it did in the Nabro
summer. The impact is seen to be much
stronger in northern latitudes, closer to the
volcanic source. However, in both latitude
belts the increase in High Zmins is substan-
tial and persists into autumn. As discussed
above, a large, systematic truncation of
aerosol profiles will introduce a potentially
strong bias to average AOD. Next we will
explore this potential.
3.2.3. OSIRIS Extinction Threshold
It is essential to characterize the range
of 750 nm aerosol extinction coefficient
that can occur in the lower stratosphere in
order assess the OSIRIS sensitivity limit. As
discussed previously, both stratospheric
aerosol plumes and clouds can occupy the
measurement volume. We know that alti-
tudes as high as 35 km were impacted by

Mount Pinatubo aerosols [McCormick and Veiga, 1992]. PSCs [Poole and Pitts, 1994] and smoke plumes
[Siddaway and Petelina, 2011] have been observed at altitudes above 20 km. We represent such aerosol fea-
tures, in terms of observed 750 nm aerosol extinction coefficient in Figure 15, which also illustrates profiles
of maximum OSIRIS 750 nm aerosol extinction coefficient. The profiles shown in Figure 15 show the maxi-
mum extinction coefficient reported by OSIRIS at 750 nm for all northern latitudes for the summer months
June–August. The years of the Sarychev Peak (2009) and Nabro (2011) plumes are highlighted; the other
years between 2002 and 2011 are shown individually with thin lines. Since the Figure 15 analysis is for all
latitudes, it includes a line at 17 km to mark the typical altitude for the globe’s highest tropopause, which
occurs in the tropics [Gettelman et al., 2011].

We see in July and August 2009 and 2011, a constant extinction maximum of ∼ 0.0025 km−1 from ∼14 to
20 km. Since altitudes above 17 km are considered stratospheric globally, this constant extinction maximum
certainly penetrates into the stratosphere. Above this feature, maximum extinction declines by roughly an
order of magnitude near 25 km. The OSIRIS maximum extinction pattern suggests an empirical stratospheric
aerosol sensitivity limit of ∼ 0.0025 km−1. The color-coded bars in Figure 15 show independent aerosol
extinction coefficient retrievals from ground-based lidar and satellite solar occultation at their reported alti-
tude (details in Figure 15 caption). Despite the range of altitudes, the non-OSIRIS observations were all at
𝜃 > 380 K. Also shown is the reported SAGE II extinction threshold at 750 nm. The observations of volcanic
sulfate and forest fire smoke extinction in Figure 15 illustrate the routine occurrence of aerosol plume load-
ing beyond the apparent OSIRIS sensitivity limit. That plumes such as these occur in proximity to OSIRIS
High Zmins is demonstrated next.
3.2.4. OSIRIS Nabro High-Zmin Example
In section 2.5 we showed (Figure 10f ) several OSIRIS profiles truncated abnormally high above the
tropopause in mid-July. Here we present an example of an OSIRIS High Zmin in proximity to height-resolved
Nabro aerosol layers that exceed the empirical OSIRIS extinction threshold. Figure 16 combines an OSIRIS
profile near Hawaii on 21 July 2011 (OSIRIS scan 56768000, 20.92◦N, 157.80◦W) 5 weeks after the Nabro
eruption sequence, and CALIOP and ground-based lidar profiles near/at Mauna Loa. The Mauna Loa
lidar operated by NOAA is part of the Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change
(http://ndacc-lidar.org/). See Figure 17 for the locations of the three instruments’ measurements.

Although not shown, CALIOP and Mauna Loa lidar data reveal that the aged Nabro layer was widespread,
homogeneous, and persistent at this time. We selected CALIOP measurements within 0.5◦ latitude of Mauna
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Figure 16. Aerosol extinction coefficient at 750 nm on 21 July 2011
near Hawaii (see Figure 17). Mauna Loa (19.5◦N, 155.6◦W), red;
OSIRIS (20.9◦N, 157.8◦W), blue; and CALIOP, black. CALIOP data are
averaged along its orbit between 19◦N and 20◦N. Shown for Mauna
Loa and CALIOP are both the native altitude resolution and a linear
interpolation to OSIRIS altitudes. Blue dotted line: average OZmin
from Table 2, 2011, Wlon. Horizontal gray bars are at altitude of
OSIRIS-colocated cold point, and 𝜃 = 380 K. Gold line is the all-time
OSIRIS extinction maximum.

Loa, where the Level 2 feature classifica-
tion was “aerosol” and converted 532 nm
Level 1B attenuated backscatter to
extinction using a lidar ratio (i.e., extinc-
tion/backscatter) of 50, consistent with
Sawamura et al. [2012]. We then use
an Angström Exponent of 1 to convert
extinction from 532 to 750 nm. The same
conversion is performed on the Mauna
Loa lidar data. The agreement in CALIOP
layer bottom and top with the Mauna Loa
lidar data is nearly perfect, ∼18–19 km. The
CALIOP and Mauna Loa lidar aerosol layer is
under the Zmin for this OSIRIS profile, above
380 K and the local cold point, and spans an
extinction-coefficient range much greater
than 0.0025 km−1. In terms of 𝜃, this OSI
RIS profile terminates at 482 K, significantly
higher than the norm from Table 2 (dotted
blue line in Figure 16). The Figure 17 map
shows the OSIRIS, Mauna Loa, and CALIOP

AOD. AOD was calculated by integrating extinction coefficient above 380 K. OSIRIS profile locations with
AOD color coded identically to CALIOP are plotted as polygons. The map shows that CALIOP AOD was much
greater than the OSIRIS value over a north-south distance greater than 1000 km. The largest > 380 K AOD in
the 2001–2012 global OSIRIS record is 0.021, which according to the color scale in Figure 17 is considerably
less than many of the CALIOP observations in this 5 week old plume.

This example illustrates environmental conditions that would reasonably cause OSIRIS High Zmins. The
empirical fact that OSIRIS is insensitive to aerosol abundances manifesting 750 nm extinction coefficient

Figure 17. Map of Hawaii, showing stratospheric AOD from Mauna
Loa lidar (filled diamond on Hawaii), three OSIRIS profile locations
(gray polygons) and a CALIOP segment on 21 July 2011. Inset shows
dots for CALIOP AOD and bars (at the nearest CALIOP measurement
location) for Mauna Loa lidar and OSIRIS AOD nearest to Mauna
Loa. Symbols for the three measurement types on the map and
inset are colored according to the AOD scale (coefficient on the left
side and order of magnitude on the right side of the color bar). The
OSIRIS profile over Hawaii (20.9◦N, 157.8◦W) is the High-Zmin case
illustrated in Figure 16.

beyond ∼0.0025 km−1 indicates that OSIRIS
can, at best, resolve lowermost stratospheric
aerosol enhancements within roughly
an order of magnitude of background
(∼10−4 km−1). Roughly another order of
magnitude lies between the OSIRIS and
the SAGE sensitivity limits. Stratospheric
volumes of air with aerosol abundances
beyond the OSIRIS sensitivity limit will be
unrepresented in any analysis of such a
plume. The empirical maximum-extinction
profile also suggests that for a plume below
∼20 km, OSIRIS will only fully resolve that
plume if it embodies 750 nm extinction
coefficients less than 0.0025 km−1 and
resides wholly above 380 K. From a geo-
graphic perspective, this implies that for
optically thicker plumes, OSIRIS will only
resolve the upper vertical bound and
horizontal plume periphery. The two dis-
crepancies with which the Sarychev Peak
papers struggled, and the conclusion that
Nabro aerosols first showed up in the
stratosphere on 1 July 2011 [B12] more than
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Figure 18. Time series of OSIRIS and CALIOP stratospheric AOD (i.e.,
extinction integrated above 𝜃 = 380 K) in the two latitude belts
defined in Table 2, for 2011: (a) 20◦N–45◦N and (b) 45◦N–60◦N.
Red dots, OSIRIS individual-profile AOD; red solid line, daily aver-
age; red dashed line, OSIRIS data set maximum AOD; blue line,
daily average OSIRIS AOD where a proxy AOD = 0.02 is added to
individual High-Zmin profiles (profiles truncated more than 2 km
above 𝜃 = 380 K); black dots, CALIOP profile AOD (see text for
details of calculation); black line, daily average; black dashed line,
±1 standard deviation (𝜎); gold dots, AOD from cited publication;
green dots, Sde Boker lidar. Note that the lower CALIOP 𝜎 envelope
before mid-July is negative in Figure 18a and is not represented on
a logarithmic scale.

2 weeks after the volcanic eruption,
are consistent with the plume biasing
identified here.
3.2.5. Treatment for Nabro and Sarychev
Peak Discrepancies
There appears to be no obvious analytical
remedy for the general undersampling of
the lower stratosphere by OSIRIS as illus-
trated in Figure 12. However, measures
similar to those taken in prior papers [e.g.,
McCormick and Veiga, 1992] dealing with
“aerosol cloud tops,” profile “saturation,” or
“High Zmins” can enable a new interpre-
tation of plumes that trigger High Zmins,
such as Sarychev Peak and Nabro. For exam-
ple, we use a proxy approach for dealing
with High Zmins in Figures 18 and 19. By
its nature, the proxy is arbitrary—there is
no knowledge of the underlying plume.
However, we obtain guidance from our
analysis of OSIRIS maximum extinction com-
pared to independent observations (e.g.,
Figure 16) and the approach of McCormick
and Veiga [1992]; they extrapolated the
SAGE II terminal-altitude extinction to the
tropopause before integrating for AOD.
These insights led us to experiment with
proxies: constants to be added to the OSIRIS
AOD for profiles with a terminal altitude 2 or
more kilometers higher than 𝜃 = 380 K. We
represent those experiments by showing
the results with proxy = 0.02, which approx-
imates subvisual cirrus AOD. Figure 18
shows 2011 OSIRIS AOD above 380 K, which
is the same lower boundary used by K10,
K11, H10, and B12 for the same two latitude

zones defined in Table 2 and shown in Figures 13 and 14. Figure 18 also shows individual-profile AOD (red
dots), the daily average AOD (red line), and the daily average proxy-augmented AOD (blue line).

The OSIRIS individual-profile AODs show a narrow spread prior to the Nabro eruption and spread widely
soon thereafter. Peak AOD increases with respect to pre-Nabro, but some values are significantly smaller
than the pre-Nabro minimum. From about September onward the AOD range retightens in a pattern con-
sistent with gradual aerosol mass loading decay. The daily average only starts to increase posteruption after
an approximate 2 week lag and reaches a maximum after the month-long data gap between August and
September. The proxy-augmented AOD manifests a very different pattern: earlier plume onset and an ear-
lier peak in daily average values. This of course occurs in the period with the large frequency of High Zmins
(see Figures 13 and 14). Note that the timing of the peak in the average AOD will always be related to an
instrument’s maximum measurable AOD, with the period between injection and peak average AOD becom-
ing longer as the maximum individual AOD becomes smaller. This is simply the result of only being able to
measure AODs once the plume has dispersed sufficiently to avoid terminating the profile too high. By using
a proxy AOD, we can to some extent ameliorate this unphysical delay but we cannot eliminate it.

We use nighttime CALIOP Level 1 data containing 532 nm total attenuated backscatter coefficients (𝛽′) to
form a comparative Nabro AOD time series. Daytime profiles are found to be too noisy to accurately identify
the weak backscattering signals associated with aging volcanic aerosols. Details of our method for conver-
sion of 532 nm backscatter to 750 nm extinction and AOD is contained in the supporting information. The
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Figure 19. Similar to Figure 17 but with only the OSIRIS component,
and for 2009 (Sarychev Peak eruption) instead of 2011.

results of this calculation are presented
in Figure 18. The spread of individual
CALIOP AOD is relatively large. Hence,
we summarize the time series by cal-
culating a daily average and standard
deviation (𝜎). In order to keep the
amount of computations tenable, we use
CALIOP data from approximately every
fifth day over the 5 April to 30 October
(CALIOP has data gaps near the begin-
ning of August and end of September,
causing some sequential dates in the
time series to be longer or shorter than
5 days apart). For the 20◦N–45◦N zone
in Figure 18a, we see a pre-Nabro posi-
tive offset between CALIOP and OSIRIS,
with OSIRIS AOD straddling the CALIOP
1𝜎 line. After the Nabro eruption, CALIOP
AOD increases immediately after a
10 day data gap and reaches a peak
in mid-July, while OSIRIS AOD was still
increasing. This initial lag in OSIRIS AOD
is attributed to the large occurrence of
High Zmins (Figure 13a). In September
and October, after the incidence of
OSIRIS High Zmins is diminished, CALIOP
and OSIRIS daily average AOD converges.
The proxy AOD pattern brings daily aver-

age OSIRIS into greater agreement with CALIOP in terms of both magnitude and timing AOD increase. A
similar comparative pattern is evident in the 45◦N–60◦N zone (Figure 18b).

Annotated on Figure 18a are additional measurements of AOD from ground-based lidar. Many of the obser-
vations are taken from Table 2 of Sawamura et al. [2012]. In addition to these, we show 750 nm AOD from
Sde Boker immediately after the eruption onset. These AOD points make clear that stratospheric aerosol
mass right after Nabro’s eruption was within the range of CALIOP AOD (albeit far greater than 1𝜎) but sur-
passed the maximum all-time OSIRIS AOD. It can be seen from the additional data plotted in Figure 18a
that the proxy modification of the OSIRIS High Zmins improves consistency among data sets. The space-
and ground-based lidar data show clearly that Nabro’s stratospheric plume was immediate and embod-
ied aerosol abundance well beyond the OSIRIS sensitivity limit. The addition of the proxy reconstitutes the
OSIRIS AOD time series in both latitude belts, one comprising the Asian monsoon and the poleward latitude
zone outside monsoon influence. We deduce from this analysis that OSIRIS biasing of the Nabro plume was
incidental to the Asian monsoon influence, and by extension the Nabro stratospheric plume was inciden-
tal to the monsoon circulation. The immediate posteruption large-AOD observations at Sde Boker also shed
light on the inherent weakness of representing the evolution of young, concentrated volcanic plumes by
averaging aerosol abundance over large spatial and temporal bounds, such as the daily averages shown in
Figure 18 and similar attempts in the various papers cited herein.

These Nabro-event results are completely analogous with those in the Sarychev Peak year (Figure 19).
Figure 19 contains only the OSIRIS component but is otherwise identical to Figure 18. Here the
proxy-augmented AOD is most pronounced in the 45◦N–60◦N belt, within which the volcano is situated.
The proxy signals an earlier aerosol onset, a more rapid growth phase, a larger maximum AOD, and earlier
peak AOD. The discrepancies reported in the above-mentioned Sarychev Peak papers are partially amelio-
rated by this simple proxy experiment. However, since our choice for the proxy value is less than some AOD
observations (e.g., see the examples in Figure 18a) and near the OSIRIS historical AOD maximum, it is likely
still biased low. This represents a fundamental limitation of any such measurement.
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As discussed above, there is apparently no obvious remedy available to the user of OSIRIS aerosol data
for the incomplete sampling of the lowermost stratosphere. This is particularly a problem at middle– to
high–northern latitudes where the Sarychev Peak plume was strongest. The proxy does not shed light on
this. However, the proxy applied to OSIRIS High-Zmin profiles does provide a reasonable signal of an earlier
plume detection and peak loading.

4. Summary and Conclusions

The eruption of Nabro volcano beginning on 12 June 2011 was indisputably sudden and violent, consid-
ering the classic TIR-based evidence presented here and in V13. The detailed TIR time series (Figure 1)
reveals that the volcano continuously generated opaque volcanic-convective cloud tops high into the tro-
posphere through 16 June. On 12–13 June the BT-determined cloud top reached the cold point altitude.
Ground-based lidar at Sde Boker, Israel, detected stratospheric aerosol on 14 June, within 1 day of the first
deep injection. Isentropic trajectories showed that these particles conformed to the location/time of the
early cold cloud top data. Stratospheric MLS SO2, also measured on 14 June, was traced to the volcano on
the first full eruption day via back trajectory. A variety of stratospheric aerosol and SO2 layers (Table 1) were
also traced to Nabro on 13 June. In each instance, the reported heights matched or exceeded the BT-inferred
injection altitude. Again, on 16 June, cloud top BT reached relative minima suggestive of a deep injection.
Simultaneous MLS SO2 and CALIOP aerosol measurements early on 18 June, at reporting heights exceed-
ing the 16 June BT estimates, traced to the volcano on that day. Hence, the geostationary TIR data provide a
qualitative, generally low-biased view of these two separate UTLS injections at Nabro.

IASI SO2 height retrievals, available twice per day, resolved two incipient mesoscale-size (i.e., on the order of
500 km length) stratospheric SO2 plumes, on 13 and 17 June. These, together with the Sde Boker, MLS, and
CALIOP data showed that the Nabro gases and particles rapidly reached altitudes between 17 and 19 km,
up to 435 K in terms of potential temperature.

IASI SO2 data permitted us to follow the two deep-injection plumes out to 18 June, where they occupied
distinct locations over the Middle East to East Asia (Figures 2–7). During that period, OSIRIS native sam-
pling was seen to provide very few potential intercepts with the stratospheric plume. Neither the potential
intercepts nor any other profile between northeast Africa and East Asia detected an apparent increase in
stratospheric aerosol. However, it was evident from these OSIRIS aerosol profiles (Figure 10) that an alti-
tude range up to 4 km above the tropopause was not sampled. Mateshvili et al. [2013], who used OSIRIS
data to compare with ground-based profile retrievals of Nabro aerosols in the South Caucasus region,
encountered the same limitations of horizontal/vertical OSIRIS sampling. Thus, a combination of sparse hor-
izontal/temporal sampling and incomplete stratospheric sampling during the early days of the stratospheric
plume—made manifest by IASI—is a viable explanation for the delayed increase of OSIRIS AOD reported
by B12.

We showed in our survey of the literature and analysis of OSIRIS data that the post-Nabro OSIRIS pattern of
stratospheric AOD [B12] was logically identical to that reported after the Sarychev Peak eruption in 2009.
Three papers on the Sarychev Peak event [H10, K11, O12]—known to have involved direct stratospheric
injections—revealed that the OSIRIS AOD-increase interval was delayed with respect to other observations
and models and that the peak AOD was biased low. Hence, the Nabro and the Sarychev Peak cases were
explored in depth and in analogous form herein.

We found that OSIRIS aerosol profiles, like other limb-scan aerosol data before them, exhibit a response to
strong aerosol loading with a phenomenon we called a High Zmin, which is an unusually high termina-
tion of measurements above a strong aerosol feature. We also found that the maximum 750 nm aerosol
extinction coefficient in the entire OSIRIS aerosol archive through 2012 is ∼ 0.0025 km−1. Hence, presum-
ably stronger aerosol features would not be resolvable, and their presence would not be represented in
the OSIRIS data set. These High Zmins were in abundance after both Sarychev Peak’s and Nabro’s erup-
tions (Figures 13 and 14). A single example of a High Zmin 5 weeks after Nabro, in proximity to CALIOP and
ground-based lidar (at Mauna Loa), demonstrated extinctions and AOD far beyond the OSIRIS-observed
maxima (Figures 16 and 17).

We explored a treatment for the High Zmin; a proxy AOD addition akin to those applied to the SAGE II data
set for the Mount Pinatubo aftermath. Our proxy was applied to the data collected during the Sarychev
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Peak and Nabro summers. The proxy-augmented OSIRIS data shortened the onset-to-peak AOD period con-
siderably, bringing these data into closer conformity with the previously reported observations and model
simulations. The larger peak AOD (versus the unaugmented OSIRIS data), the shorter posteruption lag, and
the more rapid AOD buildup all provide a viable explanation for the discrepancies discussed by H10, K10,
K11, and O12—one that also applies to the Nabro event. We conclude that the Nabro stratospheric injec-
tions of SO2 and sulfates were underrepresented, as were those in the case of Kasatochi and Sarychev Peak.
Moreover, we find that B12’s alternate, unproven vertical transport mechanism (direct, efficient ascent of
volcanic material through the tropopause via the Asian monsoon circulation and convection) is not needed
to explain the temporal evolution of OSIRIS AOD. This is consistent with other direct-stratospheric volcanic
cases involving OSIRIS data. Our results can also be used to motivate a reassessment of the conclusions
of H10, K10, K11, and O12. For instance, H10, in constraining their transport-chemistry model to OSIRIS
aerosol observations, concluded that the model’s aerosol nucleation scheme was misrepresenting sulfate
aerosol nucleation and growth. We suggest that fuller accounting of OSIRIS aerosol sampling and sensitivity
limitations will give a more accurate view of strong, evolving stratospheric aerosol plumes.
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